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ABSTRACT

Seismic studies carried out by the Department of Geology,

Mineralogy and Geophysícs, the University of Manitoba, have revealed

an east-inlest trending structural feature in the crusL below the

English River gneissic belt, characterized by a thickened upper

crusLa.l layer, a thinned lower crustal layer and high or bulge in

the mantle.

Three crustal models are considered: first' a continuous

crust with warps in the Intermediate and Mohorovicic discontinuities

and with uniform density in each layer; secondly, a crust of stratí-

fied blocks with vei:tical sides; and thirdly, a parallelepiped block

model with allovlance for density variaLíon in the upper crustal 1ayer"

The crust throughout the study area aPpears very close to

being in local isostatic equilibrium" Isostatic and gravity compari-

scns suggest a. greater average density below the gneíssic belt of a

few hundredths of a gm. /"*.3 throughout several kilometers depth of

the crust. It seems most likely that thís densíty anomaly lies in

the upper crustal layer and nea.rer its top. Including the effect of

this mass, the south and central blocks of the crustaL model appear

to be in isostatic equilibrium. The north block appears Ëo be slightly

deficient in mass in comparison with the other two.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study is to take the seísmic data in the

form of interface depihs and velocities and using accepted velocity-

density relatÍons at.tempt to determine the isostatic state of the crust

underlying the English River gneissic belt. In addition, any inadequacies

in the seismic crustal model to explain observed gravity anomalies are

examined with a víew to producing an improved crustal model. Possíble

origins of the crustal struciu::e are considered briefly as well"

Geographical Location

The area of this study is located in northwestern Ontario and

adjacent eastern Manitoba. It extends approxímately from Lake l^iínnipeg

in the west to Lac Seul in the east, and from McCusker Lake in the north

to Lake of the l¡Ioods in the south (Figure 1). It is bounded roughly by

longitudes g2o30' and 96000', and by latitudes 4go30' and sLo45', ancl

covers an area of some 20,000 square miles. The English-i^iinnipeg River

system fLows through Lhe area connecting Lac Seul and Lake of the i{oods

in the east and south respectively, with Lake litinnipeg in the west' The

toü/ns of Kenora, Ontario, in the south, Red Lake, Ontarío, ín the north-

easË and Bissett, Manitoba, in the northwest are included in the atea"
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CHAPTER II

OBSERVATIONS AND INFORMATION AVA]LABLE

Geology

The enti::e study area líes wíthín the Superior province of

the Canadian Shield. In the southern part of the Superior province,

which includes the study area, linear belts appear to be aligned ín

east-ï,ùest trending patterns (Goodwin, L96B>. The English River

gneissic belt, about BO to IOO lcm. in width Tuns through the study area.

IL is a zorLe of high-grade meLamorphic -rocks believed to be, at least

in part, paragneisses (Dwibedi, L966). North and south of the gneíssic

belt are complex belts consisting of volcanic-sedimentary assemblages

known as greenstones separated by diapiric granitic plutons. The

greenstones and gneisses are both of Archaean age" The volcaníc assem-

blages show evidence of subaqueous accumulation and explosive derivation

suggestíve of continental environments including island arcs (Goodwin,

r96B).

The gneíssic belt ís remarkably Í::ee of the greenstone so

common to the south and north. In the complex belts of volcanic and

sedimentary rocks, and granitic pluLons, the greenstones seem to run

ín northeast and no::thr¿est trending belts enclosing the granitic bodies

(ldilson and Brisbín, L968) "



Striking east-vrest trending 1íneaments have been mapped Ín

the study area from aerial photog::aph compilation (Parkinson, L962) and

from aerial photographs together with magnetic anomaly maps (I'rií1son and

Brisbin, l-96s). The most pronounced of these líneaments appear to lie

along the borders of the English Ríver gneissic belt. These have been

inrerpreted by l¡Iilson and Brisbin (196S) as possible faults bounding the

gneissic beLt. These lineaments trend east-\^/est from Lake I'{ínnipeg,

about 960 Longitude, to Lake Nípígon, about B9o longitude, where a

structural cha.nge occurs.

ELevations throughouE the al:ea are essentially constant.

Topographic variations are of short \,üave-1ellgth so that no heights o::

depressíons are of sufficient horizonLaL extent to enter into isostaiic

compensation. The maximum topographic relíef ís ::oughly 100 rn. from

an average elevatíon of about 350 m. above sea level "

Goodwin (1968) and tr{ilson (L949) have discussed a i-heory of

contínental growth whereby protocontinents gre!ü separately by Ehe

addition of marginal orogenic belts around nuclei, oÊ cratons, which

formed very early ín the Ea.rth's history. Severa.l such protocontinents

correspofrding to the geologícal provinces of the Canadian Shield are

thought to have gror¡in Logether and merged. According to Goodwín one

craton lies in northwestern Ontario and adjacent Manitoba, rìorth of the

study ârea" The complex belt jusi north of the English Ríver gneissic

belt lies along the southern margin of this granitic metasedimenLary

cra.ton "



This theory, while it may províde a partial explanation of

rlrp orioin of fh^ ^-^{^^'í^ 1-^r I is stil I unoroved. Submission of
- -Õ--- - - ---e óIÌgrÞù!u uE! L,

conclusive evidence fo-r: o:: against any particular: origin is beyond the

scônê of r'hi s th^^i ^ T+ 'r ^ L^^ed that some small conlribution to the___gÞIù" IL rÞ rr9y

Large problem will, however, result.

Seismíc Information

A detailed refraction seismic sui:vey of the study area has

been carried out by the seismic group of the Department of Geology,

Míneralogy and Geophysics of the Universíty of Manitoba, and has been

reported by them (Hal1 and Hajnal, f968). The coverage of theÍr survey

is contínually being extended westward and northward" Figure 2 is a

renr o¡luc.i ion of {:heir Fisrrr:e I lHall and Hajnal, L96B), showing the shotreylvuse \

and recordíng sites. Thei:: interpretation indicates a two-layer crusLal

model. They ref.er to the interface between the two c::ustal layers as

Lhe Inte-rmediate díscontínuity and suggest ít míght be the same as the

Conrad discontinuiLy of European seismologists, or Ëhe Riel discontinu-

iiy of Alberta (Clowes, Kanasewich and Cumming, 1968)"

Figures 3 and 4 are reproductíons of Figures 8 and 9 of Hall

and Hajnal (1968) showing depths as interpreted by them and the result-

inq r.ôni-ôrrr m¡ns of the Intermediate and Mohorovicic discontinuitíes.

Their calculation of depths rtias done by a method resernbling tirat of

Gardnei: (f939) using delay times and offsets. This method of inter-

p:cetation gives depths moïe accurately than the standard time-term

method which leads to consíderable averaging, tenCing to obscure rapid

cha,nges in interf ace depths (Ha1l, l96B) .
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As can be seen in Figures 3 and 4, the Mohorovicic discontinuiLy

coìnes io a hish and the Intermediate to a low alons a rvell-defined east-

r^rest trending belt wirich sLrikes nrr'çl1a1 'l.o rho Englísh Ríver gneissic

belt, but which Ís offset slightly northward from it"

The observed depths Eo the two surfaces shown Ín Figures 3 and

4 were smoothly contoured to produce the contour maps. It would be

possible, hornTever, to adjust contours between control poinEs and pro-

duce maps of the two surfaces with narro\^/ zones of rapidly changing

depths. Thus the possibílity of a block-like structure is raised.

Tire longítudinal or compressional wave velocíties observed

j.^ +1^^ ^- granitic crustal layer, in the lower or basaltic layerllr Lltç UPPç! v! óLorrrLru uluù Lq! 

* 

"*=. 
vL vqùslL!ç 

+

and in the upper mantle are respectively 6.05 - "05 km./sec., 6.85 -

.05 km. /sec. and 7.92 - .05 km./sec. (Hall and Hajnal, 1968).

Gravity 0bservations

At least t\,üo gravity surveys covering this area have been

made. Innes (f960) has publíshed a gravity map for north-western

Ontario and Manitoba, and Brisbin and Inlílson (f968) have done a mcre

detailed survey into whích Innes's values are incorporated" The t\^7o

maps are in excellent accord ivith each other, excePt for some local

anomalíes of small extent which the mcre detaíled survey detected and

the other missed"

The gravity map of Innes (f960) from whÍch Figure 7 is

reproduced, shows a belt of high Bouguer anomalies directly over the

gneissic belt and generally low Bouguer values over the complex belts

of greenstone and granite plutons to the no'rth and south"
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Density DeterminatÍons

Innes (f960) has determined densities for many rock sarnples

taken from locations in northern Ontario and eastern Manítoba" He

lists six samples from locaËíons which lie within the gneissic belt,

along Ontario highway 105. DensÍties for these samples vary from

.?1?2.6L gm./cm.'Lo 2"72 gm.lc^.', and average 2.65 gn"/c^.'. For eighteen

sarnples which were taken from the neighbouring conplex belts both to the
^3north and south, densities range from 2.60 g. l" "t to 3.10 gm./cm. )

I

averaging 2.77 gm./c-.-. The higher values represent greenstone and

mafic schists; the lower values g::anitic rocks and sedirnents.

Brísbin and Inlilson (1968) also find widely varying densities

of samples, depending mainly on rock-types sampled" Averages of large

numbers of samples show a somewha.t lower average surface density for

ihe gneíssic belt than for the coinplex belts, in agreeilrent with Innes

(1e60).



CHAPTER III

TSOSTASY, GRAVITY AND THE SEISMIC MODEL

T^^^e^^--rùuùL4Þy

The word isostasy comes from the Greek and means I'equal

standíng'r or "equal pressure" (Bowie , L927) " It describes an ideal

condítion of the outer port,ion of the Earth, including the cl:ust and the

rigid, upper-most mantle, together called- the rigíd crust (Heiskanen and

Vening Meinesz, 1958, Ch. 2), whereby this outer material exerls a

uniform pressure upon a layer below which behaves plastically for long-

term stresses. This plastic laver or zor'e of r^¡eakness has been termed

Che asthenosphere from the Greek asthenes: Treak) and is thought to

coincide with the seismologistsr waveguide (Beloussov, L966). Woollard

(1959) reDorts that from qrar¡i I v and seismic data . f he e.rnst 11 oes Ín*v +vJ , grtu

fact appear to float on clenser mantle rock and that isostasy is

approximated everywhere at some depth beneath the crust.

Early geodesist,s spent much time debating the relative merits

of the Airy and Pratt concepts of isostasy. Such eminent geodesists as

Ilayford and Bowie supported Prattîs view of a uniform depth below sea

level for the rigid crust, with topography compensated by decreased

density beneath elevai:ed ar:eas. Airyrs víe\^¡, srrpported notably by

trnlegener and Heiskanen, held that i:he rigid crust has a uniform density

but varies in depth, extendíng deeper, or formÍng a root under mountains,

and rísing to a shallow level under oceans" Subsequent geophysícal

11
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observations have verified the exisLence of rnountain root.s but horizontal

densíty variation is also observed commonly. The two opposing views of

?ratt and Airy constitute extreme positions: the real case lies son-rewhere

between them.

The idea of a unique depth of compensation is a part of Prattrs

í-hêorw- Rrrf ií- ^.ñ t-,n nrrr r^ñ^Fher With the Aírv fheorv ås i,¡el1 . In

LL: ^ ^^^^ +L^ JLrrrb çdùc, Llrc uepth of compensation for a particular region would be the

lowest depth reached by a part of the rigid crust as iE 'rfloatsrr ín the

r¡í seorls '1 aver - TTnder í sosf nsw 1-his would be the level of ecrra'l ñrêqcrlrê

for that region.

Both these theories of isostasy tacitly assume that when

r'an¡{-¡-*' i^ .^Liarra¡l all l-nnnortnhia Føa1-rrrêq røqnrrllaee nf êvf ^ñts ".i11!ÞVÞL4ùy IÞ dUIIIuvuu, sr! Lvl/vórayl¡Iu !çqLurçù, rç5qr v! u^LgIlL) W!!I

be compensated by the mass distribution directly below" In this case,

compensation ís said to be '1local" (Heiskanen and Vening Meinesz, 1958,

Ch. 5). However such an assumpi:ion implies that the pressure at a poínt

on the surface of compensation is hydrostaLic, that is, due solely to the

column of mass above it of arbitrary cross-section. It is known, hovrever,

ihat rock columns of smaller cr:oss-section can be supported by adjacent

rock columns, so that the force exerted on Ehe surface of the Earth by a

'l n:rl nor¡orins n ^aør¡4,^ ^.n ha qnro¡j ôrzêr ñ -."^L 1* cerLatr-I area, cä-- -- -r- a mucn rarger area af

the base of the rigid crust. The Veníng Meinesz regional isostatic

system (Heiskanen and Vening Meinesz, 1958, Ch" 5) provides for non-local

compensatíon of small topographic masses. He assumes the crust to behave

like an elastic plate which bends downwards into a viscous liquid when

loaded, being stl:ong enough Èo resist shear.
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Conceivably, ísostatic equilibrÍum could also be attained in

discrete blocks" lnlÍthin each block columns of mass would be supported

by adjacent columns, but a whole block would act as a unit moving up or

down in resporrse to high or low pressure.

The concept. of isostatic compensation has been widely applied

f o fhe st-rrrlv of nosf -øl aci a l rebonird rvherein reqions of the crust arevlt/vU

belíeved to have been depressed to compensate for ice masses loading upon

the surface "

If the isostatic adjustment by subsidence of a crustal load is

not compleLe, and if there is a higher pressure at the base of the rigid

crust than would prevail isostaticaLLy, there is said to be undercompen-

sat.ion. Conversely, if there ís a lower than isostatic pressure at the

base of the rigid crust, there is said to be overcompensation as would

exist in a depressed region of Ehe crust after melting of the ice load.

It should be clear Lhat a crustal load need not be a mass upon

the surface such as a mourltain or an íce mass, but could lie anywhere

within the crustal section as an anomalous mass or as relief on an inter-

face between t\üo lavers of different densitíes. This is the case in the

present study where surface Lopography is negligible.

Isostasy and the IniEial Seismic Model

The contouring of observed depths to the Intermediate and

Mohorovícic discontinuities as reproduced in Figures 3 and 4 depicts a

two-layer crusi: whose interfaces are continuous. The IntermediaLe is at

an average depth of about 20 km. and the Mohorovicic at an average depEh
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of about 35 km. Relief on the tr^ro surfaces is of the order of 5 km.

maximum departure from the average depths.

The densÍties within the tr,/o crustal layers and upper mantle

cannot be ascertained from the observed compressional wave velocities,

but approximate values can be estimated. Based on empirical formulae,
I

the densities are roughly 2"75, 3.00 and 3.30 gm" lc .-, plus or minus

about .05 gm. /" "3.

Because of the f.aLrLy low density of control points in some

areas, interpolation of contour lines between poinLs might have masked

narro\¡¡ zones of rapidly changing interface depths" Even as it is, it

can be seen, especially in the northern part of i:he map, but to the

south also, that there are fairLy narrow such zones.

For this model, the structural contour maps, Fígures 3 and 4,

were used to pick depLhs to Mohorovicic and Intermedíate aE eighty-five

points evenly spaced at. intervals of l0t latitude anð. 20r longitude "

For these eighty-five pairs of depth values, the Intermedíate depths dl

were plotted as ordínates against the corresponding Mohorovicic depths d2

^^ -L^^: ^^^^Gù auÞL!ÞÞas, oo shor¡/n Ín Figure 5.

If the crust and uppermost mantle are in local isostatic

equílibrium, Lhen for any point on the surface, the depths d1 and d2

will be connected by the isostatíc relation

Prdro€zçdz -dr) -Pg(d: -dÐ =M (1)

where M is a constant, Pl, ?2, and 93 are densities in the granitic layer,

tho 1r¡e¡1ri o 1nvør ¡ná l.ho rrnnêr m¡nl-lê resrlêni. írzalrz anå å¡ i s the denthLlu luJ , srru

of compensation in the upper mantle. From (1) it results irmnediately that
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(2)

M-P¡d:
wlrere C ís a constant = =---------- --(L -(2

The following assumptions have been made in deríving EhÍs linear relation:

thaË the elevation of the Earth's surface is essentially constant; that

the densities pr, p, and Pe are uniform horizontally. The first is'I' \ J

certaínly valid and the second seems reasonable enough as a first

approximat ion.

It is seen from Fígure 5 that the points cluster about a

straipht Iine- The 1êâsf-sflrrâres line is drawn Lhroush L.he eiphtv-fir¡e

points. It has a slope of -1.15. If this agrees wíth the slope predicted

from (2)- it is excellent evidence in favour of nearlv comnlete 1ocal

isostasy. In order to evaluate this densíty-contrast ratío, a relation
a)connecting fand V Lhe longítudínal or coinpressional wave velocity is

needed. ft has been shown bv several authors that a linear relation of

the form

P= a + bV ( 3)

can be applied to a particular region as a good approximation for

velocities over 6 km. fsec. (Hall, L968; Smith, Steinhart and Aldrich,

L966; Birch, L96L; Woollard, 1959) .

From (3) then

?s - Pz = Yz -Yz = r.3s t .:o ,,\
Pz -(t v2 -vr \+/

where V1, V2 and V3 are the compressional wave velocities in the upper

crustal, lower crustal, and uppermost mantle layers: respectively.

[p¡ - Pz]
dr = 

le¡-.-e-rl 
d2 + c
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The negative slope of the least-squares 1-ine, 1.15, is r,¡e11 wíthÍn the

probable interval of 1.05 to 1.65. This agreement strongly indicates

that local isostatic equilibrium very nearly prevails throughouc this

narl- of fhe erlrst.

Deviations from Isostasv

Although the points in Figure 5 cluster closely abouL a line

which is taken to represent local ísostasy, deviations from isostasy do

^*r ÈL J hr¡ fha q.rf l-êr nf nn'íniq rhnrrl- fL^ 1^^^LuLLu!, 4rru Lrrçy drc !Ëp!gÞgtrLcu uy Lrrc Þu@LLç! u _IIg IedUL-

squares line. These deviations can be computed and mapped" They are

directly related to pressure dífferences at the reference level.

For a partícular Mohorovicic depth dZ, the corresponding

least-squares value for the IntermedÍate depth shall be denoted dl.

Then for a partÍcular point (d1, dù its 'rdevíation from local isostasy'r

can be expressed quantitatively by (.1f - df). Positive values of

(df - ¿fl índicate areas of overcompensation which are isostatically

light and negative values índicate areas of undercompensation whích are

isostatically heavy. These devÍations have been mapped and contoured

(FÍgure 6).

The English River gneissic belt appears to correlate with a

belt of overcompensation which is deficient in mass or isostatically

light. The overcompensation is greatest at the west extremity of the

map area and is also high at Lhe east e><tl:emity. There is a limited area

of slight undercompensation within the gneissic belt at the southwestern

corner of the mapped portion of the belt. The extreme southern portion



MAPFIGURE 6. OF DEVIATIONS FROM ISOSTASY
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of the map sho\^Js overall undercompensation or a mass excess. and the

northernmost portion is on the whole overcompensated or deficient ín

MASS "

From Figure 7, reproduced from Innes (1960), it can be seen

that the English River gneissic belt also correlates with a Bouguer

^.-Á-- j ¡-- L-'^L tti orrro Ê n1 en ela^.,^ -í- .--^ri-1 ^ r-1-^ ^-o-,-i ¡,. t--i ^1gravrcy nlgn. i -b*- -"J\,¡s, ln prortle, E.ne gravlEy ntgn and over-

comPensation over the gneissic belt. The correlation of the sneissÍc belt

r,¡ith an area of overcompensaLion and with a gravity high is ínconsistent;

that is, the two things are incompatíble. An overcompensated area is

ísostaLically light or deficient ín mass" Such a deficÍencv would on a

regi onal se.a 1e qive rise f o a Borrø.lrcr srerr.í i.rz l nr"r nnÃ acnani ¡ 1 lùçarç ðtve !!ee _**Iy so if

the upper crustal layer, of relatively low density, is anomalously thick

under a good deal of the area.

The net overcoinpensatíon of the northern portion, however, does

not present any great problem from the gravity st.airdpoint because a Bouguer

low is observed over this area. The quantitative agreement of the over-

compensation and the graviiy low will be determined by the comparison of

theoretical and observed gravícy profiles.

There appears to be more mass beneath the gneissic belt than

Ehe seismíc model would indícate. If the seismic model is inadequate.

then eíther the depths to interfaces are rürong, or the assumed clensity

distribution is llrong" It is extlemely unlikely that the depths calculatecl

are Ín such error as to cause the disagreement " It is almost certaín Lhat

the assumption of a horízonLaLLy uniform density distribution is incorrecE.
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Steinhart and Meyer (f961) report that their procedure in

develooínE a crustal model is to sEart with a simple model then to look

for departures from this starting-point. A model ís first assumed to

have planar interfaces and uníform velocity (or density) within layers.

Departures from this simple rnodel more cofllmonly found are, they say,

deviations of interfaces from planes and horizontal velocity (or density)

r¡¡yiar-innc +h- 1ái.fer esoeciallr¡ in rlnner laverS. So it Would Seem thatv4! !@L!Ul¡ù t Ll¡ç !sLLUr euPee

such densLty vart-ations could quit.e plausibly be suggested as the cause

of the disagreement between gravity and degree of compensation according

to the continuous crustal model"

To produce this gravity high then there must be a density

anomaly somewhere beneath the gneíssic belt" Surface samples Íeveal a

somewhat lower surface densíty in the gneissíc belt so the density anomaly

must lie at some depth in the crust or upper mantle. However, if Ëhe

structural feature in the crust is related to, and connects wiEh the

gneissic belt., and this seems reasonable, the density anomaly would have

to be situated fairly near to the surface, at least at its highest extenL "

For if the anomalous mass were deeper iE would also 1íe further north\'üard

and, therefore, the gravity effect would be offset northward and perhaps

spread out over a wider area. The effects of different densíty anomalies

of different distribution are bríefly examined in the nexL chapter " It

is shown thaË a rather small density anomaly in the upper crust beneath

'i-ha onoi eei c hal l- .ân nrodrree ân ânnrec-i abi e cratti fw ef f eeJ- -Lr¡u ó!¡e ! u ¡v b!

It is not unreasonable to imagine dense, very high-grade

meLamorphic rocks lying below the gneísses on the surface in the gneissic
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belt which are themselves high-grade roclcs. Such rocks wouLd probably

har¡e hiøher seismic velocities than the rocks to the north or the south

but this could easily have gone undetected due to their limíted extent.

It is quite possible also though that the velocities would not be

signíficantly higher (Bírch, 1961).

The Vertícal Block Model

The contouring of depths to the two interfaces could have

smooLhed over rapid changes of depth in places. The values of the

observed depths are distríbuted rat.her unevenly being faLrLy constant

over three wide belts that trend easL-T¡resL. This distríbution suggests

the possíbility of a block-like structure, "blocks" being separated by

vertical or subvertical boundaries, or perhaps by narrohT zones of rapidly

changing interface depths.

In Figure B a secËion ís drawn showing observed depths and

their north-south position. The positions of hypothetical vertical block

boundaríes have been set from this section and from the map of deviatÍons

from isostasy (Figure 6) " On the section the places where depLhs change

most rapidly roughly coincide with boundaries of the three belts of

Figure 6. The vertical block boundaríes are indicated in both Figures 6

and B at 5Oo L5 ' and 51o 10' .

Jþs sennonl-ínn nf thís model is purely for purposes of making

simplified gravity calculaLions" This vertical-block model provides a

close approximation to the actual disLribution of mass, ít is felt, and

is therefore used as a basis for computing the theoretical regíonal
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gravitatíonal profile. inlhether such a model is reasonable geologically

ís examÍned presently. Certainly, the existence of crustal blocks in

the Basin and Range province of the T¡restern U.S.A. and in many grabens

Ëhroughout the world is widely accepted.

In the gravity calculations the vertical blocks are considered

to be horízontally layered. Representatíve values of seísmic depths Eo

the Intermediat,e and Mohorovicíc discontinuitíes have been chosen as:

Intermediate Mohorovicic

South block Ur"5 km. 38.0 km.

Central block 22.0 km. 32.5 km.

North block 18 "0 km. 37.5 km.

The three blocks are considered to be two-dimensi-ona1, t.hat is,

of infinite extent in the east-\^/est direction. and the central block ís

taken to be 100 km. wide (about 55' of latitude) . The north and south

blocks extend to ínfinitv in three directions.

Over a point 50 km. distanË from boEh the north and south

boundaries of the central block, the gravitational acceleraLion is given by

_ ¿ ^ aæat f r ? 2 
-, 

4 ,.4 , 4. I8 = co - 2ficb¿ravi Ldi - rft Gi" - di-) * îlþ (di- - dí-)l (s)

l'Â^^a-.1 i- 
^\

.;L^^-^ î :^ ^ ^^L^/nere Uo 15 a Constant;

G is the universal gravítational constant;

di is the deplh to the í th interface in the cenEral block;
.? --di' and di- are the averages of the squares and fourth porùers

of depths to the i th ínterface in the Ëwo adjacent blocks;

w is the width of Ëhe central block;
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AVi is the velocity contrast across the i th interface;

b is the constant in (3) representing the slope of the f vs

V curve.

Over the boundary of two blocks, for

and central blocks, Ëhe acceleration of gravity

av¡mn'1 a

is given

4-

between the south

by

t-
s!co -zTÍGbãartl ArL

where at i" the average of

and central blocks;

)2
.qi ui(--------;-)

z

danl- h c l- n

^4ui
-1

I
IJ

in

l!

-:/lw

tsL^

,1* 
617"3

the í th

2

interface

(6)

Ehe south

d1 is measured in the

Di is measured in the

C.1 aerlr¡ lrsotthrr and Itnorthrr can

acceleration over the boundary

Over the south block,

b lock

B=co -zl¡caäavi

^ôñl-râ l lrl n^l¡.u! vlver!,

north block.

be interchanged

of the north and

a distance w lz

fo sirre I he øravitational

central blocks "

or 50 km. from the central

Ã2-n2 Å4 -n4
r"i "ír , 4 t"L "ir,-----r-' - 3,rf'o3 

,----Z-,

3TT' '
t .D;4 - àu4.1/ ___:_-_________=_r I

81 /Ì'w3' 2 'J

[u'
-òi

_2
fi\tr

2)
ña

Z ¡*L (7)

where d1 is measured in the south block;

Di is measured in the central block;
\di is measured in the north block.

Once again interchanging "south" andrrnorth" above will clearly give the

corresporrding gravitational acceleration over the north block"

Since C6 is generally unknown, gravity anomalies, rather than

absoLute graviEational accelerations ) are calculated, and an arbitrary

+
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constarrt is added to bring the theoretícal and observed profiles to a

cornnon mean level. For the assumed block structure, assumíng uniform

densíties in the upper crustal, lolrer crustal and upper mantle layers,

and using (5), (6) and (7) theoretical Bouguer anomalíes from south to

north (Figure 5) arel

8n = -20 mgaL '

8e = -29 mgaL '

8a = -37 mgal'

8c = -41 mgal '

8e = -43 mgal '

These values have been plotted in Figure 9 for comparison with

the observed Bouguer gravity profíles along 94o and 95o longitude. The

agreement is quite good for the three northernmosL points A, C and E but

Bg is too low by some 7 mgal" and g¡ is too high by about L2 mgaL"

It was stated previously thaË a density anomaly beneath the

gneissic belt ís very strongly indícated. Such an anomaly has not been

considered ín calottlnrlno l-ha"o gravity values. The effect of possíble

density anomalies which could improve the agreement of the theoretical

and observed gravity profiles is considered in the next chapter. Also,

Ëhe surrounding crusE from which there is little or no seismíc data does,

Of cotrrse nonl.ríhltf e f o fhp or¡rrjir¡ r¡:1rroq êqnâ^ j a'l'1 .' ¡^ - ¡-Jv! evuloL, , uuycur4llJ r. óD 4rru öE,

The effects of reasonable models for these part.s of the crust upon the

theoretical gravity is also considered.

The ?arallelepiped Model

Although the vertical block model ís consistent with the seismic



data and within reason from glavity considerations, it appears less reason-

.ehlc from a nhvsi c¡1 or qeol oøicel nninf of wiew. It seems unlikely thatqu!ç !rvlrt s yrrJ u!çø! vr óçv!vó!vs

a distinct surface feature like the gneissic belt, roughly the same width

as the structural feature in the crust below, and trending parallel to it

for at least 200 km., is not, in fact, the surface exPression of the

crustal structure below. The gneissic belt would then be the top surface

of a block with sides dipping at about 45o, that is, a parallelepiped of

infinite horizontal extent in the direction of strike of the sides. The

geological evídence, indicative of faults bounding the belt which could

rhen be identified with the dipping sides of the bloclc, would then support

the physical as well as the mathematícal existence of blocks or

parallelepipeds "

a parallelepiped with sides clipping ax 45o (Fígure 8) would

ioin rio the Eneíssic belt with the crustal structural features. The

deepest parL of the IntermediaËe discontínuity is in facL offset slightly

southwards from the shallor^/est part of the Mohorovicic discontinuity.

Changing the boundaries of the block model from vertical to 45o dipping

does not change significanLly the position of the anomaly-causing masses

in the Intermediate doi¿nwaÏp or ín the Mohorovicic upwarp" So no

significant change in the theoretical gravity anomalies will result from

altering the crustal model in this way"



CHAPTER IV

DEDUCTIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Improvement of the Crustal Model

T.t r¿as stated previously that if more mass is gíven to the

upPer crust of the centra'l block of the parallelepiped nrodel, the

theoretical gravity profile will agree better wíth the observed gravity,

and the overcompensation, which v/as apparent in the original continuous

model, wculd be greatly reduced, meaníng that isostatic compensation

would be more complete than the oríginal model suggested. The effects

of two possible distributions are considered: first, a densíty anomaly

in a rectangular slab 90 km. wide in the top 5 krn. of the c::ust under

the gneissic belt; second, a density anomaly ín the entire upper cl:ust

of the cenLral parallelepiped, extending to 22 km' deprh'

It is not suggested that either of these volumes actually

exists as a dístinct body wiËhin the crust. It is known for instance

thaË neíther of these volumes could actually extend to the surface

where densiLy sampling shows lower average densities i¿iËhin the gneissic

belt. However, denser rocks could exist, sâY, 50 m' below the surface'

or, the dense volcanic rocks in the areas north and south of the

gneissic belt may be just thin ribbons, below which lighter rocks, Prê-

sumably the extensions to depth of the granitic plutons, contrast with

the slíghtly denser metamorphic rocks in the central block. In any case'

the purpose of the calculations ís Lo determine ín general Ëerms whether

2B
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the density anomaly indicated could be deep or shallow in the central

block or parallelepiped, and to determine its order of magnitude.

The slab of 5 km. depth (Appendix B) has its northern edge

at A and its souËhern edge l0 km. north of D. For calculations at D

the effect of a slab 10 km. wide is subtracted from the effect of one

lO0 km. wide. At B Lhe slab can be considered to be either 90 or 100 km.

wide; the differerlce is insignificant.

At A, using a relation analogous to (6), the anomalous

^--^*,; #arr'nna'l ..celeration Âg¡ due to the slab is given byèLdv L Ld L!v!rd! 4e 

r -z .4 
-l

A8A= -rTc"tl.-rr_ + #]
froin whích ABA = L03lA?l mgal"

(Note that AP , the density contrast at the depLh d,

negative with a higher density above than below")

For AgR the anomaly is gíven, analogously to (5) by

f 2 ,4 1Asn= -zlTe^Pl d-2d + au .l
L 'fIw 3 fT w-J

(e)

( r0)

is here

( 11)

(L2)fronr whicn LCg = 2OZIA?l mgal.

For Ág¡ the additional anomaly is given by
T.2.LI

Asn= Ae1_- TTGAeld--s, + -+. I

L llr' 6 TT w'')
from which gD = L4lAe I mgal"

In the above d is the vertícal thickness of the

width, w' the distance between D and the south edge of the

AP Ëhe density contrast in g*./"*.3'

( 13)

( 1L\
\-'l

slab, w its

slab, and
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The best fit with observed gravíty is obtained when a density

?

anomaly of .07 gn. /. .J is chosen, and its effect is combíned with the

gravitational effects of reasonable crustal models north and south of

the study area. such t'reasona.blett models are specífied later in this

section. As is seen in Fígure 9, the agreement is excellent'

Theeffectsofadensítyanoma'lyínaparallelepipedextend-

íng to 22 :Km. depth, the Intermediate discontinuity in the central

block, is now considered. A relatíon for caLculating anomalies due to

suchabodyisgivenbyGrantandl{est(1965,Ch'10)'andisadapted

to this particula.r case in Appendix B. From it the additíonal anomalies

d! ç

Aeo'=100.5 IAP/ngat.

Aes' = 764-L IAP / meaL"

AgA ' = 753'0 lAP/ meaL'

Ar, I - 88'7 /AP/ mgal"

AeE t - 23'9 lSPlmgaL'

Using a density anomaly of .015 grn. /"*.3 gives the best agree-

mentfrorntheseva.lues.Theagfeementisnotasgooda'sforthecase

where the anomalous ma.ss is nearer to the surface; however, the deviation

of this theoretical profÍle from the observed is not sufficient to rule

our i:his possibitity. The effect of this distribution for lA Pl =

.015 gm. l.*.3, together with the effects of reasonable 1rypothetícal

blocks to the north and south, ís also shown in Figure 9. Soinewhat

better agreement is obtained by supposíng the extra mass or density

anomaly to lie near Lhe top of the upper crustaL Layer"
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On the gravity map (Figure 7) it is seen that to the south

and southeast of the area of study there is a widespread region of

quite low Bouguer anomalies. Thís is, in effect, puLling down i:he

south end of the observed gravity profiles in Figure 9. The effect

of this part of the crust can be corrected for somewhat by íncluding

in the theoreticaL gravity calculations the effect of a hypothetical

crustal block lyíng south of the south block. As a rough approxima-

tion. the south block is assumed to be 100 km. wide and a hypothetical

block, which may be called the Rainy River block, is supposed to extend

from the south bloclc to infinity. Values oL L4.5 lcrn" and 41 .0 km. as

depths to the Intermediate and Mohorovicic have been chosen as being

reasonable. There is in fact an observed Inlermediate depth of L4"B km.

at the southeast corner of Lake of the [nloods (Figure 3). Also, accord-

ing to Goodwin's (f968) map of crustal thickness in North Ainerica, the

40 krn. contour passes right through Lake of the l¡ioods, and from there,

the Mohorovicic drops to the south and east to 50 km. around the shore

of Lake Superior" So such a hypothetical block is not at all unreason-

able as a correction to the model, It is simply stated here that the

effect of the Rainy River block would be to add to the gravity profile

atD.BandA

¿\ BD"

Å gut'

a gA"

LLL6A L .

Lrr6or.

rrródr.
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It can also be seen that to the north of the north block,

Bouguer anoinaly values rise so'inewhat from their low over the north

block. PresumabLy, the gravitational attraction of the crust there

is g::eater ancl tends to raise the north end of the gravíty profiles

(FÍgure 9). Accordingly a hypothetical North Patricia block is

postulated, wíth depths to IntermedÍate and Mohorovicic of 15.0 km"

anð. 37"5 krn. respectívely. Símilarly, the north block is assumed to

be 100 km. wide and the North Patricía block to go to infinity north-

ward. Tl-re gravity effect of such a block at C and E is

Agctt = l mgal"

AgE" = 3 mgal'

These corrections are included with the change due to

density anomalies ín Figure 9. Whether the Bouguer low over the

Rainy River area olr the Bouguer high over the Nor.th Pa.tricia area

(relative Lo the low over the north block) is due to the hypothetical

block postulated in each case ís not important. IË is in fact true,

however, that something is causing these anomalies; and, therefore,

quantitative estimaËes of the effects of these causes upon the actual

gravity profiles have been made for reasonabLe assumed causes.

Employíng (10) and (12) for /AP / = "07 gm. /"^.3, and (17)

and (18), the thecretical g::avity anomalies fron an improved model,

which assumes an anomalous mass to exist in the top 5 km" below the

gneissic belt, are

8¡ = -:t mgal "

Èo = -22 mgal '-.D
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p¡ = -34 mgal.oA

ç- = -43 mgal.Þc

g^ = -43 mgal.

The theoretical values assumÍng an anomalous mass to be spread

throughout the xoP 22 km. are

8¡ = -31 mgal '

Ao = -25 mgal.

84 = -30 mgal'

gC = -43 mgal'

Eg = -46 mgal'

Vashchilov and Markunskiy (L966) develop a method for extend-

ing seismic mapping horízonLally by use of gravity maps, based on a

st::atífied sub-ve:rtica.l block structure of the crust and upper mantle'

In a much cruder fashion this is what has been done hei:e, though

theor:etical anomalÍes over the cenlers of the Raíny River and North

patricia blocks themselves \Árere not acLually calculated for conparison.

A ::igorous computation to extend the seismic data in northwestern

Ontario by gravity maps, and later comparison wíth subsequent seísmic

data, might be conside::ed for future v7ork"

Processes in the Origin of the Gneissic Belt

It would be impossíble to decide here upon one origin or

another for the surface expression and deep structure of the crust

in this area of northwestern Ontarío. This remains a matter of con-

jecture until mucl-I more geologícal ínformation is available, and to
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consider this aspect extensively is not within the scope of this study'

A brief consideration of the problem is given.

The evidence of faults bounding the belt as i¿ell as the hígh-

grade rocks at. the surface within the gneissic belt suggest the

possibility that this cenlral block has been uplifted (Inlilson and

Brisbin, 1968)" Gneisses are typically formed aL depths of some 5 to

10 km., or deeper, by regional metamorphic processes, probably in

association with igneous intrusions (Huang, L962, Ch. 9). Identification

of paragneisses and metagreywackes, as yet uncertain, in the gneissÍc

belt would suggest a geosyncLinal environment of sedimentation" This

would be consistent with the theory of continental grorøth from proto-

contÍnents, growíng by the addition of orogenic belts on their margins,

in the case of the gneissÍc belt, on the margin of the superior

protocontinent (Goodwin, 1968; I,{ilson, L949). The narror¡Ifless of this

belt in conparison with more recent geosynclines ís ccnsistent with

the thinness of the Archaean crust (Gi11, 1948)'

The validity of connecting the gneissic belt with the warped

or discontinuous crustal interfaces below, by deep faults dipping at

45o, could be questioned. Hor,¡ever, the Mohorovicic structure is off -

set slightly northward from the Intermedíate, which suPports this idea"

There ís also some evidence that the angle of dip of a gravity fault

plane, which would be roughly 6Co under surface condítions, will be

less, that is, closer to 45o, undef condit.ions of high temperature

and confining pressure, at least for some rock types (Badgley' L965'

Ch. 2; Handin and llager , L957, 1958) '
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The explanation of a high in the Mohorovicic and a low in

the Intermediate on the geosynclinal hypothesis could be that this

structure reflects the thin original crust at a contÍnent-ocean

margin.

Another cause of the crustal structure could have been

processes ín the mantle which worked upwards into the crusL. Such

processes could have given rise to regional metamorphism. The influ-

ence of ma.ntle processes upon the crust is discussed by Beloussov

(f966) and Subl¡otin (1965), for example. Vashchilov and Markunskiy

(Lg66) sLate that magmatic and metamorphic processes and tectonic

disturbances carl cause the formation of blocks with subvertical

boundaries, havÍng horLzonXal dimensions of a few tens to a thousand

kilometers. The subvertical borders of such blocks, they conclude,

are deep fra.ctures.

The possible effects of hocízonxal stress in the crusL are

examíned by Ramberg and Stephansson (1964), Heiskanen and Vening Meinesz

(1958, Ch. l0), Biot (1961) alnong others. It would appear that hori-

zo¡;EaL tension could produce parallel gravity faults, as ¡/ell as

diverging faults forrning a graben. Compression would probably give

rj-se to low angle thrust faults, which do not. seem líkely in the

English River area from the cyclic occurrence of belts of alternating

rock types and from the sLructural evidence'

Pressure Differences

It was stated earLLer tha.t the degree of isosËatic compensaEion
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is directly related to pressure at the reference level. EquaËion (1)

expresses complete isostatic compensation, with M constant. Actually,

M is the pressure which would exist hydrostatically at the reference

level d3, beneath some poínt on the surface. This expression can be

rewritten

M=d3Pz-dz(Pz-Pù -dr (pz- Pr) (20)

This gives the excess pressure over that whích would exist under

isostasy. Figure 6 is a map of (¿f - Ð for the continuous crustal

model. A scale factor of (-bÁV1) (See Equation 3) will nake pressure

contours from the devíation contours. If each cclumn of rock of arbi-

trary cross-section exerted its hydrostatic pressure at the reference

level, these would be true pressure anomalies, within ihe limits of

accuracy of the depths and densities. However, rock columns are

supported by adjacent columns to an extent and, averaged over blocks,

sma.ller pressure differences are seen. Using Smíth, Steinhart and

Aldrich's (1966) value for b of "27, the maximum pressure difference

from Figure 7 is about .L4 kbar. For the block model, the pressure

difference between the south and north blocks is about .07 kbar. The

pressure of the cenËral block is intermedia,te, being about .025 kbar

less than that of the south block. It is interesting Lo note that a

hypothetical density anoma.ly of .07 grn. /.*.3 in the top 5 km" across

90 kn. of ihe central block will provide .03 kbar pressure to bring

it into virtua.l isostatic equilibrium with the south block. An anomaly
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of .015 gm./cm"r through the top 22km. will also provide .03 kbar and

bring the two blocks just as close to isostasy.

Hall (1968) reports from seismic data Ehat the Englísh River

area crus¡ as a wirole is quite near Eo isostatic equilibrium with \,/est-

ern l{.udson Bay and parts of the Canadian Arctic, is slightly lighter

Èhan Northern Manitoba, and slightly heavier than the Lake Superior crust

taken as a v/hole.

The pressure differences wirich are observed in stable areas

like the Shield give an idea of what sort of pressure dífferences ca.n

be withstood by the crust, both within a region like English River,

and ainong different widely separated regions. The pressure difference

of .07 kba.r rvhich is interpreteci as existing between the north and

scuth blocks would, if the crust were free to adjust and assumíng it

to float in a viscous layer of density 4.0 gm. lcm.3, give rise to an

uplift of 175 m. This might be looked upon as a rough figure for that

sort of anisostasy that can remain in narrotrü crustal blocks, although

it is possible that some posË glaciaL rebcund ha.s still to take place"

Over 100 km" distance, this should not amount to much more than 10 ¡n.

or so if A¡rdrews' (1968) figure of 100 m. residual uplift for a part

of Hudson Bay ís reasonable.

Conclus ions

1. The crustal model developed from the geophysical data. is

one of a, crust very nea.rty in complete local isostatic equilibrium"
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2. The maior departures froin isostatic equilibrium in the

initial seísmic model may be explained by a density anomaly beneath

the gneissic belt whích also accounts for a belt of Bouguer gravíty

hígh over the gneissic belt.

3" The anomalous mass would appear to be in the upper

crustal layer if the gneíssic belt and crustal structure are really

connected to form a parallelepiped b1ock"

4. such an anoma.lous mass would bring the south and central

blocks very close to isostatic equilibrium, but. the north block aPpears

somewhat isostatically light, or overcompensated"

5. A density anomaly of a few hundredths of a g*./t*'3 í"

the top 5 or 10 km" of the crust would account for the graYLLy anomaly

over the gneissic belt"



ASPENDIX A

THEOR.ETICAL GRAVITY ANOMALIES DUE TO A
STRATIFIED-BLOCK CRUSTAL MODEL

The analytical expression for the vertical gravitational

acceleration due to a rectangular, two-dimensional body (extending to

infinity in the third dimension) is given by Heiland (1963, Ch. 7).

In the two-dimensional picture x is the horizontal coordinate, which

is zero above one edge of the body, and equal to \^r over the other edge

of the body, w being the width of the body. Then rhe gravitaríonal

accelera.tion, frorn Heilandts equation (7 -42b) is

s = 2GP[ l." - (x - w)-ln _v----T
d,¿*(x-w)-

J

a-r
-1

(
rI -1 -1* d; I tan " (ì_) - ran
L *l-

L guuucÞ
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L"" --)oi-1

__1(^'- *) 
|oi 
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-1- Ean (ã.
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l_

ha.ve Ëhe samr

r-l
s)lÞ

I ll.J

e

--L^--^ r j- -1-ê rlanl.h l-nwllelc ui_l rÞ LIls uey

depth to the lower surface

meaning as in ChapËer III.

Over ihe center

the upper surface

of the body; all

of the body;

other syrnbols

of such a rectangular prism, at x = w/2, (A-f )

IJ
.t

I
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[,,IJ
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rm
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I

zepl\ .u
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I

The ln te
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+ 4d.I -1+ 2d. ran t-i--;
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a
+ ¿Ld.'

in (A-2) can be

u'/, * ,t /, -

approximated using
4Y'/++...1n
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provided that
))

4 (oi _ oi-r L
*2+4d,12!-r

(A-4)

(A-6)

This conditíon ís more than satisfied if

2d. < w (A-s)

For values of d2 not exceeding 41 krn. and for va.lues of w of about 100

km. considered in this study, this series (A-3) converges.

Use ís also made of the relation
.)

w d= d. ,,dr'r-I-T!
¡)

wL*4di"
3 -2T¡I \,,/- + 4I^7di

so rhat terms like the Left-hand side of (A-6) can be split into a

d,
first-order term Ín - /w and a third-order term. The third-order term

is quite small if

2 d.<w
l-

whích is indeed the ca,se.

(A-7)

The inverse tangent terms can be expanded in series using the

-1 'l l-r, - -1relarion rañ' (/r) = tllz - tañ' (z) (A-8)

and then the expression 3 5

turr (z)=r-o /s+z /s- (A-9)

provided once again Lhat

2 d. 1w
1

Incorporating these series approximations (A-3) and (A-9), as well as

(A-6) and (A-8), the expressíon (A-2) becomes

f,\2t,^41
s = IITGP I Aut -J- 6at' + :+--\- l\ d-'- - | (A-10)

L Tfw 3l\wr
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z
d.

L

If a rectanguLar prism or block of this sort is stratified

ín horizontal layers, the total gravitational acceleration is equal

to the sum of the effects of the different layers. For the top layer

rl = fì tho dancjtv is Q.- and d, - d^ is the thickness, and analog-
"ov'L!!vuv¿¡UluJII,-Io

onslv for the i th lâver- P. is the density andÆ. Lhe Ëhickness. Then
:' -"r "* t t Í -- =---- i

f7ttt44I
B=21r"À?:"lau,-f-aa.'n A,1 - ----lo ' ñ'¡ 

L^-r 
-frw --i ' ltf*i- " *i "'J (A-12)

Summing by parts, and assuming that

P. = a *bV.tl- ].

(A-12) becomes ,- Il. t 2 .2 4 L I

s = c - zTTcnLav, I u, - # di- * ;ï;- di- - ". 
J(A-r3)L Jrt w J

The firsr term in rhe brackets in (A-13), by itseLf, gives the gravi-

tationa.l acceleration for a block of ínfinite width. The second and

third terms subtract the effect of two outer blocks each extendíng to

infinity and bounding the central block of wÍdth w" If the effects of

two such ouler blocks is now included in g, the additional contribution

is
a,.¿+o.t 3îTw"

averages of

f-7 r .,

c' - 2'[f GbàAv. I :-i r- L!*
I

where d.¿ and d.+ are the
t-].

--t
4ld. +... I-tl

I)
at.

d.' and d.+
r'I

(A-Il)

(A-r4)

respectively Ín



ihe two outer blocks, which are in general different from one another

and from the corresponding quantities for the central block. Adding

(A-14) to g of (A-13) gíves

s ã co - zrrer{ar, 
I 

d, - * @i -*", * -3--(d*4 - #;
3îiw" r ! J

which is the gravitational acceleration over the center of a central

block flanked by t\^ro blocks vihich extend to infiníty. The velocity

contrasts over the various interfaces are assumed to be the same in

all blocks. Actually only gravity anomalies are calcula.ted fron (A-f5)

because Co (as well as C and C') are constants in general indeter-

minab le.

Over the edge of a rectangular block or prism, that ís at

x = o or x = w, (A-1) reduces tc
( tz il Iì ld;,, *wl -1 w -l wl(A-16)

s = ZGpl"/z tnl-!í¿----;l * a-.., ran' - d- tuã'--f '
" 

L þl' * *') r+r di*r ' ut1

ApproximaËing the logarithmic and inverse tangent ierms as l'Tas Pre-

viously done and summing over severaL layers (A-16) becomes

! ^ ^ *.uÍav. fur,, - aJ /zrTw * uro lrrrr*tl (A-r7)g = uo - ¿ut¿ 1 1 L 
lLilw -T - lL J

Over the boundary of two blocks of rvidth w, g is the sum of two expres-

sions like the right side of (A-17) so that

ç?l-1
c ã cå - z'ÏcbLAvL 

Lo, 
- 

^
{ar2) +

I
61r;

_1
LI(d, ') I (A-18)*J

and the infinite extent

to (A-14) is included

to the fl ¿nkins-block

To include the effect of the far flanking block,

of the near flanking block, a correction simila.r

b:(.: w/2, the distance fron the observa.tion point
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boundary

over the
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1
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where d, is measured in the central block;
1

4 i" averaged in the two blocks adjacent to the observation

poÍnt;

Dt is measured ín the far flankiirg block.

Over one of the flanking blocks a distance w/2 from tir.e

central block boundary, the observa.tion point can be considered to be

over a central block ad'iacent to which are: on one side a block ex-

tendíng to infinity with the same di'"t

on the other side a block, the actua.l central block, extending,

in the first approximation, t.o infinity, but whose effect is corrected

for the far flanking block which has its near boundary a dístance 3!¡/2

from the observation point, ra.ther xinan w /2 as \¡ras the case in deriving

(A-r5).
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block under the observation poínt

ck. Fro'n (A-14), the effect of
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APPENDIX B

GRAVITY ANOMALY

EXPRESSIONS FOR T1^IO DENSIW DISTRIBUTIONS

Rectangular Slab

The graviEy anomaly due to a Ë\n7o -dimensional slab of depths

0 krr. and 5 km. to upper and lor^zer surfaces, and of width 90 km. ) can be

calculated from (A-13) and corresponding relaEions considering the slab

to be 100 km. wíde wíth observation points over its center, edges, and

poínts 50 km. and 100 km. beyond iEs north edge, and then ss¡¡ssríno rnr

a 10 km. slab at the south end. At the center or north edge the effect

of this 10 km. porEion is negligible. Over the cenLer observation point
_(- -1

Ae=zfitcAP.ls"o-"L7+.ooo27 | (B-1)-L r
Using values of depths in kin., values of density in grn./cm.3 and

G(= 6 .668) ín 10-8 c.g.s. units gives Ag in mgal., or 10-3 c.g.s. units.

So As = 2021A? / mgaL. (B -2)

where AP ts the density cont.rast over Ëhe interface at 5 km" depth which

ís negative i¡Iheri a posítive densíty anomaly is assumed in the top 5 km"

Over the north edge of this slab the gravity anomaly, using

(A-17) , is

At the

anomaly

_r -'l

As = \TIGLP UL"s - .04 + .00002 - "",J (B-3)

or Ag = LæIA?/ meaL. (B-4)

observation poínt 10 km. south of the south edge the gravity

ís, from (A-17) ,

As = -znea? fz.s - 2.5 - .04 + .40 + .00002 - .017 +

or e=La/APlmgaL.

l
(Ë'-5)
(B -6)
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At a poínt 50 km. north of the north edge, the gravity anomaly

over the edge of a 50 km" slab ís subtracted from the effect of a 140 km.

slab using (A-f7) whereby
r -'l

As = -zrfcçp"s - 2"5 - .03 + .08 + ..J (B-7)

or As = 2 /Ae/ msaL. (B-8)

For /A?/ of less than .10 g,n. /"-.3 this produces a negligible

gravity anomaly of about .2 mgaL", neglígible that is compared to the

magnitudes of uncerEaint.ies in the model. Similarly, further north still

the effect is even less.

Parallelepiped
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